This paper provides a model of emergency facility location problem with block-wise different accident occurrence probabilities comparing our previous one [1] . That is, this paper consider the following problems. (1) There exists a polygonal area X where an ambulance service station should be located and there exists m hospitals. We assume that possible candidates of emergency construction are in X and finite number. If an accident (demand) occurs, the ambulance cars rush to the scene of accident (demand point) and bring the injured persons to the nearest hospital as soon as possible. (2) Demand points are distributed with block-wise uniform probabilities in X. (3) S(Q) denotes the nearest hospital to the point Q X . Weighted A-distance of the route from the station to the hospital via the accident point is considered. (4) For the maximum weighted distance from the station to each block with uniform accident occurrence probability, the satisfaction degree is considered with respect to this distance. (5) We also consider the preference function of the each candidate point. (6) Using these weighted distances, we exploit cross evaluation method [2] as ranking method and calculate the geometric mean score of each candidate point. It should be maximized. Further preference function should be maximum. (7) But since usually there exists no site optimizing both objectives at a time, we seek some non-dominated sites after the definition of non-domination. For the above problem, using Voronoi diagram of hospitals and extending some results of our previous paper ([3]), we propose a solution procedure to find some non-dominated solutions.
Introduction
There are a huge number of papers about facility location problem after Weber had published his paper [3] . Hamacher et al., [4] tried to classify those using similar codes to queuing and scheduling. But models so far considered as facility location problems assume either Euclid distance or rectilinear distance. It is not enough to cover all actual cases and so we adopt A-distance introduced by Widmayer [5] which is a generalization of rectilinear distance, that is, the distance determined by the given multiple directions (rectilinear distance is determined by vertical and horizontal directions). We introduce preference function of the facility candidate site. This implies that we must take construction cost, safety etc. into consideration for determination of the site of facility, that is, not only customer side but also the local government side responsible for the construction of the facility should be considered in an actual problem. We already considered an ambulance facility construction problem under A-distance and uniform occurrence probability ( [1] ), and its extension ( [6] ) with bi-criteria taking account of preference of facility site. We also extend it to the case that occurrence probability is not uniform, but block-wisely uniform. That is, in a certain area, accident occurs frequently but in another area it occurs not so often. Further shape of each block assumes to be a polygon. We consider a weighted sum of distances, that is, distance from the facility site to the accident point and that from the point to the nearest hospital. Based on the maximum weighted distance from the facility site among each block, we apply the mathematical ranking method as is our recent paper [6] . According to results of the mathematical ranking and preference of each candidate site, we seek some non-dominated sites defined in Section 3. Section 2 formulates the problem. Section 3 shows a solution procedure to find some non-dominated sites with the definition of non-domination. Section 4 concludes our paper and mentions future research problems.
Problem formulation
(1) We consider a polygonal area X where an ambulance service station should be located and there exists m hospitals 1 2 , , , m H H H . If an accident (demand) occurs, the ambulance servers rush to the scene of accident (demand point) and bring the injured persons to the nearest hospital as soon as possible.
(2) We assume that demand points are distributed with block-wise uniform probability. That is,
where blocks are disjoint polygons and the condition , is assumed without any loss of generality. Further there exist m candidate sites of emergency station 
, we seek the nondominated sites after defining non-domination. Note that we should choose the candidate site with the first rank with respect to weighted sum of distance and choose the candidate site with maximum preference. Usually there exists no candidate site with both the first rank and maximum preference. Therefore we seek nondominated sites defined in Section 3.
Solution Procedure
First we briefly review A-distance and Voronoi diagram. Since for the above problem, using Voronoi diagram of hospitals and extending some results of our previous paper ( [1] ), we propose an efficient solution algorithm to find some non-dominated sites. , p p R is defined as follows (refer to Figure 1 ).. 
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Conclusion
. We have considered emergency facility location problem with block-wise uniform accident occurrence probability and using mathematical evaluation method, we propose a selection method of non-dominated sites. However there exist many other mathematical evaluation methods to select suitable site for emergency facility construction. Especially our method uses only ranking of accident occurrence probability but does not use the value of the probability itself. Therefore we must pursue more suitable method and this is one of future research problems. Further in an actual situation there exist barriers in an urban area where we cannot pass through. If such a barrier exists, the distance from the emergency facility increase greatly since we must detour. In this case, how to calculate the distance itself is difficult. Moreover usually in an old city, there exist some emergency facilities already and so under those given facilities, the facility location problem becomes more delicate and tedious from many viewpoints. 
